LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
as Bhagavan. Now that he had realized the ultimate
Reality as Brahman and Paramatman, the crowning
realization {Bhagavat-tattva) was lying in wait for him.
To him as to an ideal Sadhaka, God manifested Himself
by degrees, and discipline in Indian philosophy became1
a fully concrete thing in him. The first stage is the
realization of Brahman described by the Bhagaval. Cult
as the Nirvisesha state of Bhagavan, i.e. the state in which
the potencies or Swarupa Saktis of Bhagavan are not in
a kinetic state but in a potential state. Bhaga'van is the
eternal and fullest display of, the Antaranga or internal
Swarupa Saktis, which, according- to the Bhagmat
Purana, lend themselves to a classification under three
heads: Sandhini, Sctmbit, and Hiadmi. And in this
trinity, Hiadini or Anandam is far more operative than the
other two—Sandhini and Sambit, or Sat and Chit.
According to pure Monism, Brahman is attributeless or
Nirvisesha, but in Brahmoism, which, we know, is not a
purely monistic theory, God is with attributes and also
without attributes. As a Brahmo Vijaykrishna had lull
realization of Nirgnna Brahman, but his religion also
partook of the cult of Bhakti m his attempts to ^ivc
defi-niteness to the abstract theism and in his concept of
the ultimate Reality as also having attributes^ although
the perception of God as concretised Bliss in a human
form, was then farthest from him.   Bhakfi was
Vijaykrishna's dower, and hence it associated itselt' with
his Brahma-Jnanam, which, as a. necessary pn'lmunary,
he could not avoid, if he was to be steady und hnniovable
in his faith, and not to doubt and waver like4 Bhnmndi the-
Crow in Hindu Mythology, to quote his own words. The
Brahmo brethren of Vijaykrishna wen* not so fortunate
like him as to pass to the realization of" flu* Absolute a^.
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